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The Argo observation network is made up of approximately 4,000 drifting floats,

which provide valuable information about the ocean and its role in the climate

system. Each one of these floats work in continuous cycles, until their batteries

run out. Due to its importance in operational forecasting and climate research,

the Argo community continually assesses the status of the sensors mounted on

each of the floats. Recovering floats would offer a great opportunity to gain

insight into sensor performance and stability, although the economic and

environmental costs of dedicating a ship exclusively to recover Argo floats

make it unsustainable. In this work, the potential of world shipping traffic as

float retrievers has been evaluated through an analysis of encounters based on

the Automatic Identification System (AIS) of ships and the location of Argo floats

in the years 2019 and 2020. About 18,500 and 28,500 encounters happened for

both years, respectively. The Mediterranean Sea hosted the most encounters,

and fishing ships were the most suitable type of ship aimed for potential

recoveries. A total of 298 and 373 floats interacted with the world shipping

traffic in favorable weather conditions in 2019 and 2020, respectively, a figure

equivalent to 25% of the annual replacement rate of the Argo network. The same

approach was applied to 677 floats affected by abrupt salinity drift (ASD), an issue

that has recently come to the attention of the Argo community. It turned out that

59 and 103 ASD-affected floats interacted with ships of opportunity in both years.
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1 Introduction

The interest in understanding the role that the ocean plays in

the global climate system has led to the creation of the Global Ocean

Observing System (GOOS), a multidisciplinary observation system

that aims to monitor the essential physical and biogeochemical

variables of the oceans before the turn of the 21st century

(Moltmann and Coauthors, 2019). One of the main in-situ

components of GOOS is the Argo International Program. Argo is

a global observation network that collects, through its Core mission,

data on pressure, salinity, temperature in the top 2000 meters of

the ocean. This network is made up of approximately 4,000

autonomous floats in the global ocean, high latitudes, ice-covered

areas and marginal seas. More than two million vertical profiles

have been collected by the Argo network during the past two

decades (Wong and Coauthors, 2020).

The challenges the Argo network has faced since its inception

have been numerous, the continuity of the Core Argo mission being

the biggest of them. By deploying several hundred floats per year,

the global coverage of the oceans is sustained over time. According

to the Joint Centre for Oceanography and Marine Meteorology in

situ Observations Programmes Support (OceanOPS), this figure

currently stands at an average of 830 floats per year. Another

challenge is to assure the target accuracy, by addressing drifts in

the pressure (Barker et al., 2011) and conductivity sensors. A notice

in early 2021 from the leading manufacturer of the Argo CTDs

(Sea-Bird Electronics), stated that an increased number of

conductivity cells had salinity drifts due to a manufacturing

change at the end of 2018 (Argo Program Office, 2021a). This is

an example of sensor performance and stability that has been

closely monitored by the Argo community to initiate rapid

systematic problem detection procedures (Roemmich and

Coauthors, 2009). These issues will likely increase as the network

expands with biogeochemical sensors. Additionally, the Argo

community has acknowledged the need for consistent post-

mission CTD calibrations (Roemmich and Coauthors, 2009;

D’Ortenzio and Coauthors, 2020) to facilitate an affordable way

to discover and evaluate faults in batches of instruments deployed.

To achieve this, it is necessary to recover floats.

The objective of this paper is to assess the viability and potential

of the global shipping traffic monitored by the AIS as a key player in

a global float recovery scenario, thus offering a means to evaluate

the long-term performance of Argo float sensors and batteries. The

remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2.

Methods, we describe the methodology used to estimate the

number of encounters between the global fleet and the Argo

floats. In section 3. Data, we describe the data sets used to

develop the encounter analysis. In section 4. Results, the results of

the encounter analysis are presented. In section 5. Discussion, the

results are discussed and the conclusions are presented in a

final section.
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1.1 Technological advances that encourage
float recovery

1.1.1 Bidirectional satellite communications
and AIS

The NAOS (Novel Argo ocean Observing System) project

focused on preparing and consolidating a Mediterranean Argo pilot

study, using the recoveries as a resource to provide evaluation and

characterization of the calibration and observational errors. Recovery

ratios of 45% were achieved, which made it possible to refurbish and

redeploy floats (D’Ortenzio and Coauthors, 2020). Even though part

of the success was due to quick access to research ships for recoveries,

it was also thanks to the two-way satellite communication and the

Automatic Identification System AIS.

To date, there are a variety of transmission systems used by the

Argo program, such as BEIDOU, ORBCOMM, ARGOS3 or

IRIDIUM. The ARGOS (Advanced Research and Global

Observation Satellite) transmission system (mostly pre-ARGOS 3

system) has been the most widely used along the history of the Argo

program, however nowadays more than 90% (OceanOPS) of the

Argo fleet uses the IRIDIUM transmission system (Argo Program

Office, 2021b). Its constellation of satellites are positioned in Low

Earth Orbit (LEO) and provides a pole-to-pole coverage. This

allows requests to be transmitted from one satellite to another

until they reach the satellite above the float, thus transmitting the

data to Earth. At present, all transmission systems mentioned above

offer this service. Before this two-way communication system got

introduced, floats were pre-programmed before being deployed and

because its settings could not be modified from a distance, it would

keep doing its cycles until the battery died. The new system makes it

possible to modify the float settings in real-time. In this way, it is

possible for the floats to be placed on the surface when required

(recovery mode), waiting for a possible recovery.

Satellite communications providers have a wide range of services,

some of which meet the requirements of the Argo network itself.

Among the services offered by IRIDIUM, the Short-Burst data (SBD)

and the Router-based Unrestricted Digital Interworking Connectivity

Solution (RUDICS) are the solutions that best fit the requirements of

the Argo network, as both guarantee two-way communication for

low data volume. For both solutions, two types of connections are

generated:Mobile Originated (MO), meaning a message originated in

a mobile phone, and Mobile Terminated (MT), meaning a message

ended in a mobile phone. SBD allows messages to be transmitted to

(MT) and from (MO) an Argo float, so the message sending protocol

can be simply initiated through an email from the deployers’ system.

RUDICS works in a similar way, since it facilitates two-way

communication but it is based on an optimized circuit-switched

data channel.

AIS is an automatic tracking system developed in the 1990s that

operates in the VHF (Very High Frequency, 30-300 MHz) band

assigned to shipping mobile services (156.025 MHz-162.025 MHz)
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through the use of transceivers and receivers to transmit real-time

information of shipping traffic. AIS transceivers/receivers transmit/

receive ship information at regular intervals. This information is

broadcast, tracked and recorded (Wright, 2019); most of the

applications dedicated to global ship tracking in real time do not

make their data freely available. The IMO (International Maritime

Organization) adopted a new regulation that required AIS to be

fitted aboard all ships of 300 gross tonnage engaged on international

voyages, cargo ships of 500 gross tonnage and upwards and all

passenger ships, irrespective of size (IMO 2002). For the rest of the

ships there is no obligation to use the AIS, but many countries and

intergovernmental agencies are creating AIS requirements within

their waters, so an even greater use of AIS is expected in the coming

years (Global Fishing Watch, 2021a).

Shipboard AIS transceivers have a horizontal range of 40

nautical miles (74 km), as do transceivers that work in coastal

domains, called terrestrial AIS (T-AIS). It largely depends on the

height of the antenna, as VHF largely works on line of sight. Its

vertical range reaches up to 400 km, a fundamental reason why in

recent decades AIS stations have been incorporated into satellites,

called Satellite-Based AIS (S-AIS). This has contributed to

improved ship tracking, navigation and shipping safety with

global coverage. In a latest review by (Emmens et al., 2021) a

total of seven possible drawbacks of using AIS data were listed, of

which we highlight: (1) AIS data contains noise, which means that

the information can be erroneously communicated; (2) the quality

of the data may be affected by the AIS equipment itself, which may

not work correctly (Ou and Zhu, 2008; Kazimierski and Stateczny,

2015) (5) AIS does not work well in dense traffic areas due to

possible collision of messages; (6) AIS data is vulnerable to weather/

atmospheric conditions (Tsou, 2010; Last et al., 2015; Pelich et al.,

2015); (7a) falsification and attacks through crafting a valid non-

existing ship, known as spoofing; (7b) lack of coverage in certain

areas and deliberate AIS switch off. Despite these potential

drawbacks, the wide variety of applications for AIS data makes it

worth exploiting its potential (Emmens et al., 2021).

1.1.2 The Argo network: a float’s
recovery perspective

The growth of the Argo network has been successful and

continuous, since the original program plan called for an array

with global coverage of about 3,000 floats, achieved in 2007 (Riser

and Coauthors, 2016) by deploying floats at a mean rate of a 1000

every year. At the time this paper is written, the Argo network is

made up of a total of 3,869 floats according to OceanOPS,

distributed throughout the oceans after more than two decades in

operation. Each float is assigned a unique WMO identifier (WMO

ID) and launched from a wide variety of platforms, like

oceanographic ships, sailboats and commercial ships.

After more than two decades collecting, managing, and freely

sharing in situ oceanographic measurements on a global scale, the

current Argo network will expand to OneArgo (Owens et al., 2022). A

new global design that envisions full spatial coverage to include polar

sea ice zones and marginal seas, while increasing regional resolution

in key areas such as western boundary currents and equatorial
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regions. In addition, it is planned to extend the network to ocean

full-depth and add biogeochemical sensors to better understand the

cycles of carbon, nutrients, and ocean ecosystems. These last two

challenges are already a reality and are raised as the Deep-Argo and

BioGeoChemical (BGC-Argo) missions, complementing the current

Core mission. Deep Argo is currently made up of 188 floats with the

capacity to sample up to 4,000 - 6,000 m depth, while BGC Argo is

made up of 400 floats with the capacity to measure up to 6

biogeochemical parameters up to 2,000 m depth. Despite being

consolidated missions, OneArgo intends to achieve greater

accuracy through the development of new sensors in collaboration

with commercial vendors. This is where post-mission analysis of

sensor performance would strengthen all three missions, especially

Deep and BGG Argo. Most floats operate in remote ocean regions

with scarce ship traffic and with a distance between them of ~ 300 km

(Argo ProgramOffice, 2020). Some of these oceanic regions have very

low density of floats. The Southern Ocean is a clear example of

oceanic areas with a low density of floats according to OceanOPS,

despite initiatives such as the SOCCOM (Southern Ocean Carbon

and Climate Observations and Modeling) project, where more than

225 floats have been launched since 2014. Marginal seas are situated

on the other side of the coin in terms of potential recoveries, since

some of them are areas of considerable shipping traffic, with a high

density of floats and with a short distance between ports. Although

recoveries are not a common practice, there are some locations such

as the Baltic Sea or the Mediterranean Sea where floats are frequently

recovered (Cancouët et al., 2021) mostly by oceanographic research

ships. No official statistics have been reported on the total number of

floats that have been recovered globally by the Argo community.

However, an audit carried out within the framework of the Euro-

Argo RISE project revealed that more than 84 floats have been

recovered at European level at the time this paper is written,

highlighting the need to carry out the same work at an

international level (Cancouët et al., 2021).

Thanks to the AIS system it is possible to obtain direct

information on shipping routes such as departure and arrival

ports, speed and course, estimated time of arrival and even GPS

position in real time. This is relevant information that can be used

in favor of potential recoveries of Argo floats without any limitation,

being accessible worldwide.

1.1.3 The Virtual Fleet-recovery: an Argo float
recovery helper

In practice, a simple way is needed to facilitate the encounter

of an Argo float with a ship of opportunity. If the float is set

to “recovery” mode, i.e., freely drifting at the surface and

transmitting its position in real time, it can be assumed that a

recovery ship is already nearby looking for the float. Recoveries

should happen in a matter of hours or days. However, the earlier

period when the float is in its last cycles and operators are

considering switching it to “recovery” mode is also critical. In

this case, the float can operate for one or a few more cycles, and

nearby ships still navigate along predefined routes. Therefore,

operators have to determine float/ship encounter probabilities

with minimal re-routing of nearby vessels.
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The goal of the Virtual Fleet-recovery software (Maze and

Balem, 2023) is to make Argo floats trajectory predictions easily.

The software automatically downloads 3D currents from ocean

forecasting models and Argo float mission parameters, and

produces a float position probability patch (of the next cycle

surfacing position) that can be used to determine if nearby vessels

can reasonably be re-routed toward the next float position for

recovery. By varying the virtual Argo float mission parameters (such

as the parking depth or cycle period), it is possible to explore several

scenarios and to select mission parameters that will minimize re-

routing of opportunity vessels.
2 Methods

Our analysis revolves around obtaining the number of

encounters that have occurred between ships of opportunity and

Argo floats that were in their last 10 cycles before losing connection

due to dead batteries. The choice of the last 10 cycles is taken as a

proxy of the float’s lifespan. In this way, avoiding set time ranges

and battery levels, similar life stages of the floats are included in the

analysis, regardless of the type of float and its configuration

(configurations of 5 and 10-day cycles being most common).

While these assumptions may overestimate the outcomes of

potential encounters in a real scenario, a 10-day window of

opportunity was selected as a reasonable time frame for staging

potential recoveries, at least on floats operating near shore. The

encounters between shipping traffic and Argo floats were

determined in space, by a circumference of 20 nautical miles

radius around the float’s surfacing (Figure 1). When a ship enters

in the area within two hours of the surfacing event, it is counted as

an encounter. Overlap between two consecutive areas may occur as

the surfacing of the floats themselves may not be equidistant from

each other. On the other hand, it is possible that encounters occur

with the same ship in different surfacings, depending on the

trajectories of the ships and the floats. Depending on the ship’s
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route planning and time availability, it is accounted that a small

change in its journey can be part of the improvisation margin of any

route, equivalent to a change of course due to meteorological or

unforeseen causes. However, this voluntary decision would depend

entirely on the skipper of the ship in a real scenario. Under these

assumptions, a float could be retrieved when the ship is within a 20-

mile radius of action. By increasing the float’s GPS position

frequency to intervals of minutes or seconds, the searching

becomes more accurate, although GPS errors or unfavorable

weather conditions can severely affect search times.

A series of processing levels have been applied that aim to draw as

much as possible the real conditions in which potential encounters

would occur. The level (L1) is made up of a global raw data matrix

that houses all kinds of alphanumeric data from the Argo and AIS

datasets. Level (L2) filters encounters by ship size (Figure 2).

Passenger, cargo and tanker (PCT) ships have been discarded due

to their low maneuverability and tight schedules. All those ships

greater than 60 meters have also been ruled out regardless of type,

except NGO and oceanographic research ships. In level (L3) we

included only the encounters that occurred in locations with

favorable weather conditions for potential recoveries. The wave

spectrum can be decomposed into wind-sea waves, which are

directly affected by local winds, and swells, waves that were

generated by wind at a different place and time. The ‘significant

height of combined wind waves and swell’ parameter considers both

effects. It represents the average height of the highest third of surface

ocean/sea waves generated by wind and swell and it is four times the

square root of the integral over all directions and all frequencies of the

two-dimensional wave spectrum (Hersbach and Coauthors, 2020).

Therefore, locations where encounters happened with wind values

greater than 20 knots and significant height of combined wind waves

and swell values greater than 2.5 m have been ruled out.

The processing level (L4) filters those encounters that only

occurred during daylight hours. We have assumed a time frame

between half an hour after sunrise to half an hour before sunset,

considering the different time zones in which the encounters took

place. This assumption is based on the limited visibility during night

navigation, in addition to the fact that any type of Argo floats do not

have a flashing light to aid recovery in the dark.
3 Data

3.1 Argo and AIS data

The global Argo dataset (Argo, 2022) for years 2019 and 2020

used in this study was obtained on November 11th, 2021 through

the Euro-Argo data selection tool (Euro-Argo 2021). No distinction

was made between Core, Deep or BGC floats. Two-way

communications was the only requirement to fulfill. These inputs

were set on the Euro-Argo Data Selection Tool main menu and the

resulting dataset was exported in Argo Original NetCDF format.

The last 10 surfacing of all floats with Iridium transmission were

selected for the analysis. On the other hand, all the surfacing of the

floats (>10) contained in the Argo greylist (Argo Data Management

Team, 2022) were also included in the dataset for the same time
FIGURE 1

Simulation of an encounter. The waypoints on the left represent the
Argo float surfacing. The path on the right represents the heading of
a ship of opportunity.
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range. The recovery of these floats is desirable regardless of how

much longer the battery may last, since their measurements are

suspect or unreliable, mainly due to different technical issues related

to the sensors.

The collection and processing of the AIS data was carried out by

Global Fishing Watch (GFW). The raw AIS data used by GFW was

provided by Spire Global. All ship types were included in the

analysis (Figure 2), but with a focus on ship types that seem most

suited for actually recovering floats, including all types of relatively

small vessels (fishing boats, tugboats, yachts, sailboats, racing

sailboats, pleasure crafts, coast guard and others), NGO (non-

governmental organizations) ships and oceanographic research

ships. According to GFW, the world’s fleet of ships on AIS was

estimated at a total of 362,189 in 2019 and 365,412 ships in 2020.

This fleet derived from AIS data includes ships active for at least one

week a year and for which vessel characteristics (i.e. class, size)

could be determined following the methods of Kroodsma et al.

(2018). It was biased toward 1) large vessels; 2) upper-income and

middle-income countries/territories; and 3) distant water fleets

(Taconet et al., 2019). Although the majority of fishing vessels

larger than 24 m use AIS (between 52% and 85%), relatively few

fishing vessels between 12 and 24 m in length broadcast AIS (14% to

19%), and only a tiny fraction of vessels under 12 m do so (<0.4%).

Broadcasting is predominantly from upper-income and upper

middle-income countries because 1) the majority of vessels over

24 m are from these countries/territories and 2) these countries/

territories generally have higher use of AIS, largely due to stronger

regulations (Taconet et al., 2019). Last, AIS use is relatively high in

distant water fleets (fleets of vessels fishing in the Exclusive

Economic Zones (EEZ) of foreign nations or in the high seas).
3.2 Meteorological data

To evaluate the possible risks related to recovery operations due

to weather conditions in locations where encounters occurred, a

meteorological data analysis was carried out every hour for years

2019 and 2020. The ERA5 (Hersbach and Coauthors, 2020) product

generated by the Copernicus Climate Change Service, which is part

of the European Union Earth monitoring program and

implemented by the ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts), was selected to develop the
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meteorological analysis. The ERA5 dataset is a new analysis of

hourly weather conditions back to 1979, although for our study only

the years 2019 and 2020 were selected. It combines a weather model

with observational data from satellites and ground-based sensors to

create a consistent long-term record of our climate. The global

gridded datasets were obtained through the Copernicus Climate

Data Store (Copernicus, 2021) and their coverage is global, with a

resolution of 0.25° x 0.25° for wind data and 0.5° x 0.5° for ocean

waves. The parameters selected for this analysis included the u and v

components of the wind at a height of ten meters above the surface

(m/s) and the significant height of combined wind waves and swell

(m). The analysis simply crosses the Argo surfacing data with both

meteorological sets in time and space, in such a way that we obtain

the closest wind and wave values for each surfacing.
4 Results

4.1 Encounters analysis

A total of 18,615 encounters between ships and Argo floats

occurred in 2019 and 28,488 in 2020. These figures decreased

by 75% when levels of data processing were applied, meaning a

total of 4,719 and 6,951 encounters respectively for both years

(Figures 3A–D). The float 6902968 comprised 52% of all encounters

globally for the year 2019. A similar scenario occurred in 2020 with

floats 6903014 and 6902954; together they comprised 54% of the

total encounters. Greylisted floats represented approximately 61%

and 74% of the encounters (Table 1). The geographical areas that

concentrated the most global encounters in both years were the

Mediterranean Sea, the Indian Ocean, the Pacific Ocean and the

Atlantic Ocean (Figures 3A–D). In 2019 and 2020, 66% and 53% of

the total encounters happened with sailing-pleasure ships, while

25% (2019) and 35% (2020) happened with fishing ships (Figure 4).

The distances given by the difference between both the floats

and the ships’ GPS positions, were divided into 4 groups (Figure 5),

from 0 nm to 20 nm. Roughly 4% of the encounters happened in

distances of 0-5 nm and around 35% in distances of 10-15 nm in

average for both years. A total of 19 and 26 encounters, respectively

in 2019 and 2020, happened in distances shorter than 1nm. The

highest figure of encounters (39.24%) happened for distances

between 15-20 miles. The global shipping fleet was also filtered by
FIGURE 2

This classification corresponds to the size of the global fleet on average that interacted with Argo floats (encounters) in 2019 and 2020. The first
stacked bar corresponds to the raw data from GFW (L1). The second stacked bar is obtained after applying the L2 processing level, discarding the
PCT ships and all those ships > 60 m in length, except NGO and oceanographic ships.
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ship timestamp, within the range of -2 and +2 hours around the

Argo float’s surfacing (Figure 5). Although it is also a way to

quantify the number of ships in a specific time frame, it shouldn’t

be interpreted as navigation time to the float, since it depends on the

ship’s speed and the drift of the float. In the shortest time frame (0-

30 min), encounters rose to 21% in average for both years. In the

following ranges (30-60 min and 60-90 min) no significant

increase of encounters were found. Instead, when the time frame

increases to 90-120 min., the initial encounter figures increased to

34%. The ‘number of floats’ parameter (Tables 1, 2) provides

the number of floats that at least had one encounter; each float

is counted individually regardless of how many times it has

interacted with ships of opportunity. Based on the latter, a total

of 298 and 373 floats interacted with ships in both years,

respectively. These numbers represented roughly 25% of the

current annual replacement rate of 830 floats required to

maintain the Argo network in 2019 and 2020. On the other hand,
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91% of these floats corresponded to the Core Argo mission, while

the remaining 8.5% and 0.6% corresponded to the BGC and Deep

Argo missions in 2019 and 2020.

The Mediterranean region formed by the Mediterranean Sea

and the Black Sea, was the basin that hosted the highest number of

encounters for both years, 76.5% and 81.7% respectively

(Figure 3D). Regarding the rest of the non-marginal areas, the

North Pacific, North Atlantic and Indian oceans hosted the highest

number of encounters between ships and Argo floats in both years

(Figure 3D). Around 90% of the encounters took place in the

exclusive economic zones (EEZ) both in 2019 and 2020 (Figure 3D).
4.2 Weather conditions

Weather conditions can determine the success of a recovery

maneuver. Considering an operating range limit of a force wind of 5

on the Beaufort scale (~20 knots) and 2.5 meters of height for waves,

a meteorological analysis in every location where an encounter took

place was carried out. The averaged results for both years showed that

about 96% of the observations occurred in areas with winds less than

20 knots for both years. Approximately 97% of the observations

occurred in areas with values below the maneuverability limit,

stipulated at 2.5 m of significant height of combined wind waves

and swell, in average for both years (Figure 6).
4.3 Abrupt salinity drift affected floats from
an encounters analysis perspective

Through an extensive audit of the global network conducted by

Euro-Argo, it was found that at least 677 of Sea-Bird Electronics
TABLE 1 Results of greylisted and ASD-affected floats interacted by
ships worldwide in 2019 and 2020.

2019 2020

Encounters 4,719 6,951

Number of floats 298 373

Encounters with greylisted floats 2,879 5,124

Number of greylisted floats that interacted with ships 240 323

Encounters with ASD - affected floats 214 424

Number of ASD - affected floats that interacted with ships 59 103
These figures have been calculated from the L4 level of data processing. The number of floats
shows individual floats regardless of how many times they have interacted with ships of
opportunity.
B
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FIGURE 3

Encounters worldwide in 2019 (blue) and 2020 (red) by levels of processing: L1 (A), L2 (B), L3 (C) and L4 (D).
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CTDs sensors mounted on Argo floats caused abrupt salinity drift

(ASD) due to a problem in their conductivity cell. At the time this

study is carried out, there are still 463 affected floats currently

transmitting data according to Euro-Argo. ASD appears

prematurely in some cases and cannot be detected by the real-
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time quality controls. The issue is extended upstream when data is

automatically transmitted to the General Telecommunications

System (GTS) or to the Global Data Acquisition Centers

(GDACS). Only after one year of data collection, solid corrections

are guaranteed through exhaustive delayed mode quality control
FIGURE 5

Distance and time difference between ships and floats for each encounter in 2019 and 2020 (averaged). The L4 processing level dataset has been
used to generate this plot.
FIGURE 4

Encounters between Argo floats and sailing-pleasure ships (circles) and fishing ships (triangles) worldwide together in 2019 and 2020. The L4
processing level dataset has been used to generate this panel. Despite the fact that fishing vessels have a better global distribution (3612
encounters), the highest numbers of encounters occurred between Argo floats and sailing-pleasure ships (6814 encounters), especially in the
Mediterranean Sea.
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B

A

FIGURE 6

Cumulative diagrams of wind speed (A) and significant height of combined wind waves and swell (B) for both years. Both plots correspond to the L3
processing level dataset.
TABLE 2 Summary of the analysis of encounters (enc.) for both years.

Year 2019 2020

Processing level Number of encounters % enc. Number of floats Number of encounters % enc. Number of floats

L1 18,614 100 973 28,487 100 1,109

L2 7,302 39.23 500 11,814 41.47 855

L3 6,744 36.23 423 11,310 39.70 773

L4 4,719 25.35 298 6,951 24.40 373
F
rontiers in Marine Scie
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The total number of encounters and the number of floats is displayed based on the different processing levels. The percentage of total encounters is 100% for level 1 and is used as a reference for
the rest of the levels. The number of floats shows individual floats regardless of how many times they have interacted with ships of opportunity.
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carried out by experts from the Argo community. The encounter

analysis showed that global shipping traffic interacted with at least

59 and 103 floats suffering from ASD in 2019 and 2020 respectively

(Table 1; Figure 7). Approximately 6% of these encounters occurred

at a distance of less than 5 nautical miles in both years.
5 Discussion

5.1 Battery life expectancy

It is still difficult to estimate with certainty when a float is

approaching its end-of-life (EOL). Most floats are powered by

lithium batteries. These types of batteries suffer a slight

degradation in the long term (Gordon, 2017), which allows them

to offer stable performance over 3 - 5 years in general. Making

battery depletion predictions is critical to determine when a float

should be recovered. Energy budget information provided by

manufacturers is necessary to better understand energy

consumption and determine the life expectancy of the float

(Arduini and Coauthors, 2021). Hence, accurate predictions

become complex as its depletion progresses to a point where the

voltage drops dramatically, causing the float to go into an idle state.

Battery consumption depends on many factors based on multi-

parameter relationships (Arduini and Coauthors, 2021), such as

battery type, number of sensors, type of float, transmission system

type, mission configuration, bathymetry, measured variables, ocean

basin, etc. Initiatives such as the one developed by Euro-Argo’s Fleet

Monitoring Tool, constitute a step forward in EOL prediction. An

alert trigger based on technical parameters collected by the float has

been designed when the battery voltage drops below a certain

threshold (Arduini and Coauthors, 2021), obtaining a window of

opportunity to identify potential float’s last cycles. This information

would be extremely valuable, as it could work as the primary source

of data input to run an accurate encounters analysis. However, the

objective of this analysis was not to determine the Argo floats life

expectancy, but these considerations should be taken in account in

the assessment of potential for float recovery.
5.2 Encounter analysis as a tool to facilitate
potential recoveries

The determination of the encounters depends on (a) permanent

factors at a global level, determined by activities that can affect the

frequency of encounters, such as the number of ports or marinas on
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the coastline, existence of oil & gas extraction areas or large fishing

grounds; (b) unpredictable factors at a global scale, such as the

COVID-19 pandemic, which affected both shipping traffic activities

(March et al., 2021) and the planning of the Argo float deployments;

and (c) some other factors, such as the variability of ocean currents

that cause the Argo float to drift. It exceptionally also depends on

(d) the variety of operating configurations of the Argo floats,

generally associated with scientific purposes of their owners.

In our study, PCT ship types and ships in general greater than

60 m length, showed an exceptional traffic density around the world

(March et al., 2021) but are not eligible for recoveries given their

size, maneuverability and tight schedules. However, we have

demonstrated the validity of the proposed analysis to identify

ships of opportunity that act as potential Argo floats retrievers.

Once the aforementioned processing levels were applied, it was

shown that sailing-pleasure (66.5% and 53%) and fishing ships

(25% and 35%) were the types of ships with the greatest prominence

in the encounters for the years 2019 and 2020 respectively

(Figure 8). Despite the high number of encounters between

sailing-pleasure ships and Argo floats, its global distribution is

not homogeneous and concentrated especially in the marginal

seas. Considering their fleet density and remarkably global

distribution (even in remote areas of the ocean where the Argo

floats operate), our study suggests that fishing ships may be the

most feasible option for retrieving Argo floats, since they can

perform float recovery maneuvers in better conditions than large

or gross tonnage ships. A total of 1,182 and 2,430 encounters

(Figure 4) for fishing ships may seem much lower compared to the

initial figures (around 10,500 and 16,000 encounters in 2019 and

2020) before applying the processing levels. Also, AIS data includes

only a small fraction (approximately 70,000 ships) of the world’s

estimated 2.8 million fishing ships (Global Fishing Watch, 2021b).

The lack of data (from many fishing boats i.e.), the non-

interpolation of the boats’ tracks and the Argo floats that do not

stay on the surface suggest that many more encounters occurred in

a real scenario than those found in the analysis, but they are difficult

to trace. Other factors such as the distance between the ship’s deck

and the waterline (freeboard) for direct-recoveries or accounting

with an auxiliary boat, are key in terms of fishing ship’s

maneuverability. On the other hand, tug-type ships were mainly

constrained to coastal areas, being an interesting option for floats

located in boundary regions.

In a potential recovery scenario, the weather forecast is an

essential tool to guarantee the safety of the maneuver and crew’s

integrity. Factors such as the number of crew members, type of ship

or having an auxiliary boat, when necessary, may help dealing with
FIGURE 7

Relative averaged abundance of encounters between ASD-affected floats and world shipping traffic by distance. The L4 processing level dataset has
been used to generate this plot.
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weather conditions and therefore, determine if a recovery is feasible.

Safety recommendations, warnings and basic procedures could be

included in an open manual of good practices on recoveries

produced by the Argo community, contributing significantly to

appropriate decision-making. When encounters are sorted by

geographic areas, the basins most likely to host encounters were

the Mediterranean region, North Pacific, North Atlantic, and

Indian Oceans, while the least likely was the Southern Ocean and

the South China Sea. The main reason for not recovering many

Argo floats nowadays is because of the economic and

environmental costs of dedicating a ship exclusively for this

purpose. The distance sailed by ships and the estimated time

needed for a retrieval are fundamental factors that offer key

information for correct decision-making. Our findings suggest

that encounters between global shipping traffic and Argo floats

can be taken as an indicator of the number of floats that could have

been recovered. It is also worth noting that the Virtual Fleet-

recovery software could be used by operators to optimize Argo

float mission parameters to further increase the probability of float/

ship encounters and to minimize rerouting. This last point may

decrease the recovery environmental impact of extra carbon

emission caused by rerouting ships not powered by wind.

This work also reveals that around 90% of the encounters took

place in EEZ in both years. These areas, that span 200 miles from

the coast, might not be considered remote regions when we take

into account the extent of the global ocean. This finding suggests

that the Argo community could count on national contributors to

build a suitable very-first recovery pilot program as proof of concept

using national resources as volunteer ships, such as coast guards,

naval or oceanographic research ships.

The floats contained in the GreyList and those affected by ASD

(Table 1) represent case studies that could encourage the creation of

a global recovery program for Argo floats. Affected floats in both

years numbered in the hundreds, reaching significant figures such

as the 323 greylisted floats and the 103 ASD-affected floats that

interacted with ships both in 2020. Some of these encounters

occurred at distances less than 5 nm (Figure 7). In both case

studies it would not be necessary to wait for the float batteries to

enter EOL mode for a possible recovery. Since these floats show

anomalous performance, their recovery is desirable at any time.

Assuming that the figures shown in this work represent a

hypothetical scenario in recent years, and that the real scenarios

probably involve more complexity due to the factors mentioned
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above, it serves to shed some light on initiatives that do not consider

Argo floats as expendable goods. Some partners in the Argo

community have already demonstrated on a small scale that a

basic float recovery and refurbishment (exchanging batteries and

critical components, basic cleaning and recalibration of sensors)

would represent a significant saving compared to the overall cost of

a new float. A study in the Mediterranean Sea presented a case

scenario in which the cost per profile is reduced by around 25% for

a standard float and almost 30% for a BGC float if both were

recovered at 90% of its life expectancy. This represented savings of

64% and 72% respectively compared to the acquisition of new floats,

including cruise costs (Poffa and Amice, 2018). Floats recovery and

their respective redeployment may then provide short term

alternatives to maintain the Argo array, bearing in mind some of

the concerns raised in the Argo community: continued rising costs

for floats’ procurement, areas of the global ocean insufficiently

covered and the weakening of the Core Argo network for the

benefit of the Deep-Argo and BGC Argo networks.
5.3 Encounters analysis considerations

The assumptions made at each level of data processing have

been taken to obtain a figure that is closest to reality. Although the

final number of encounters resulted in 1/4 of the original dataset, it

is intended not to lose sight of the fact that the encounters are events

that take place with ships of opportunity on a daily basis in oceanic

and coastal areas around the planet. Due to their high frequency

and wide spatial spectrum, we have shown that it could be a

valuable resource in the recovery of Argo floats.

Despite its global scope, the encounter analysis has shown some

sensitivity in certain geographical areas such as the Mediterranean

Sea. The results showed by far that it was the most represented

ocean basin by number of encounters globally. It could be due to

being one of the busiest traffic lanes in the world (United Nations

Environment Programme/Mediterranean Action Plan and Plan

Bleu, 2020), but it is mainly due to two factors. These figures

have a direct relationship with Argo float configurations based on

certain specific scientific requirements. Especially those floats that

worked with a period of cycles lower than the standard (5 or 10

days), causing an increase in encounter frequency. The greater the

number of surfacings, the greater the chances of encountering a

ship. The float number 6902968 was a clear example, which
FIGURE 8

Relative abundance of types of ships of opportunity that interacted with Argo floats in both years. The L4 processing level dataset has been used to
generate this plot.
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represented 52% of the encounters worldwide in 2019, despite

having been operating on the high seas for less than a month and

having performed 30 daily cycles. The float 6902954 showed to be a

similar case, which accounted for 20.6% of the encounters globally

in 2020, having cycled every 3 days for approximately 9 months. It

was a float linked to the NAOS pilot project. On the other hand, the

encounters took place especially in areas of intense shipping traffic

related to ports and marinas. This last factor is fundamental, since a

higher frequency of cycles can increase the chances of encounters,

but it entirely depends on the existence of shipping traffic. Despite

this peculiarity in the Mediterranean Sea, the analysis also recorded

a multitude of encounters in the rest of the ocean basins,

demonstrating its global reach (Figures 3A–D).

This study shows the analysis of encounters as one more tool for

the Argo community to address the challenge of recovering floats

with better guarantees. It could be valuable for the Argo

community, in addition to other actors such as OceanOPS,

another study focused on transcendental issues such as the fit of

recoveries in the custom’s legal framework of each country, the

commitment of the fishing community and their feedback, possible

compensations in case of successful recovery, float’s batteries

optimization prior to recovery, or the economic profitability

estimation of a recovered float. Taking consolidated initiatives

such as The Ship of Opportunity Program (SOOP) as a reference

(Goni et al., 2010), the possible complexities of the Argo float

recoveries could be answered through the creation of a

pilot program.
6 Conclusions

While the technology of the Core mission is well established,

recovery of floats via ships of opportunity constitutes one way to

facilitate post-mission CTD calibrations and gain insight into

sensor performance and stability, especially in the Deep Argo and

BGC Argo missions, according to the challenges raised in OneArgo.

Through an analysis of encounters based on the AIS of ships and

the location of Argo floats in the years 2019 and 2020, this study

reveals that a total of 298 and 373 floats interacted with the world

shipping traffic in favorable weather conditions, a figure equivalent

to 25% of the annual replacement rate of the Argo network. It was

also found that encounters with 32% and 62% of ASD-affected floats

occurred in 2019 and 2020 respectively.

After evaluating the global shipping fleet, sailing-pleasure and

fishing vessels were found to be the best possible types of vessels to

recover Argo floats, the latter being the most convenient given its

fleet density and global distribution.

The Argo community has all the necessary elements to improve

the accuracy of the network through a pilot recovery program, even

though the remote regions of the global ocean in which the Argo

floats are located continue to be the main drawback. Our analysis

also showed that more than 150 floats interacted with ships of

opportunity in the first 200 nautical miles from shore both in 2019

and 2020. If EEZs are considered as non-remote regions, a

considerable number of floats close to its EOL can be reached.

The possible complexities of the Argo float recoveries could be
Frontiers in Marine Science 11
evaluated through a pilot program in specific regions with a high

number of encounters and intense shipping traffic.
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